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ABSTRACT
By means of high energy constraints we relate the second-class current
vertices <ß' JJIIJß> and <ß' \JIIJN> with the <N' IJIIIN> vertex. (N denote
~ ~ , ~ .
the nucleon and ß the ß(1232)-resonance.) For this Durpose superconver~ence
sum rules are derived for a second-class vector (JII = VII) and axial vector
11 11 . ~ ~
current (J = A ). Th~s report extends the previous work (ref. '1 1 ) to
~ ~ -
second-class form factars.
Summenregeln für Baryon-Formfaktoren der Ströme zweiter Art
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Mit Hilfe von Hochenergiebedingunßen lassen sich die Matrixelemente
<ß' IJIIIß> und <ß' IJIIIN> der Ströme zweiter Art mit dem Matrixelement
<N' IJ~IIN> verknüPfe~. (N bezeichnet das Nukleon und ß die ß(1232)-Resonanz~)
Zu diesem Zweck werden Superkonvergenzsummenregeln für Vektor- (JII = VII)
II II
und Axialvektorströme (J~I = A~I) zweiter Art aufgestellt. In diesem Bericht
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This is a technical report in which we quote explicitly sum rules for
form factors of the second-class current vertices <N' IJIIIN>, <ß'IJIIIN>
11 ~ ~
<ß'IJ Iß> with N the nucleon and ß the ß(1232) resonance. It completes
~
appendix C of 11 I - furthermore denoted by I - by the corresponding sum
rules of second-class currents.
Second-class currents are destinguished from first-class currents in
the following way: Assume J~ represents the neutral member (1 3=0) of an
isospin current multiplet (1=0,1, .•. ), then
= (I. I)
defines afirst- (second)-class current. Jhere is an alternate definition by
means of the G-parity operator originally due to S. Weinberg 121 (see also
P. Langacker 131).
(I. I ')
which is equivalent to (1.1) as long as the TCP theorem holds (np = +1(-1),
the parity of the vector (axial vector) current). For example in the usual de-




the underlined terms represent the second-class contributions.
•
Second-class currents cannot be excluded apriori in weak interactions.
Nevertheless they are mostly disregarded in theoretical quark and gauge mo-
dels. On the other side the experimental verification of second-class cur-
rents 1n nuclear ß-decay is an open question and quite controversial as the
recent development has shown 141.
In 151 and 161 (see also I) we have used successfullypole term sum rules
to determine the first-class matrix elements <6' !J~IN> and <6' IJ~16> in terms
of the experimentally known form factors of <N' !JIIN>. In this report we sum-
~
marize the corresponding sum rules for second-class currents, which are eva-
luated in 17\. There it is shown that in the framework of our approximation
second-class contributions do not exist for small momentum transfers.
We now make a few comments on thederivationof the surn rules to give
sorne background information which will ~acilitate the orientation in the
following chapters. More details are found in 151, 161 or I. Only isoscalar
and isovector currents are considered. The sum rules are derived for the
superconvergent parity conserving and regularized t-channel helicity arnpli-
tudes G~'Z(s,t,u) of 181 for the peripheral processes
6 + JII + 6 + TI (1.3)
~
N + JII + 6 + TI (1.4)
~





- 1.5) are initiated by a vector or axial vector field
It 1S assumed that in forward direction, t~O, the high energy behaviour
of G1,Z is determined by the leading t-channel Regge-trajectory
1,2 ( )GA s,t,u
s~
- 3 -
t ~ 0 , fixed (1. 6)
In (106) m denotes the maximal helicity flip; m is a function of the heli-
cities A of all particleso Superconvergence means aeff-m < -10 If aeff-m+1
< -n, n integer 2: 0, the following SUffi rules are valid:
(Xl (Xl





with s+t+u = Eo In practice usually n=Oo If m=3 also n=I is possible, in
which case we speak of a moment sum ruleo The effective Regge-trajectories
are specified in table 10
TABLE I: Leading trajectories of the t-channel
particles 1=0 I = I 1=2t t t
nato unnato nato unnato nato unnat.a c parity parity parity
VII (1=1) TI aeff(O)<1 n p B exotic
11
VII (1=0) TI A2 TI11
AII(I=I) TI W aeff(o)<O A2 Al exotic11
All (1=0) TI p B
11
I =2t
a (0) aA (0) a (0) 005
a eff (0)
< 1 , :::: ~ ~
P 2 w
a (0) ~ a A (0) :::: 000 , an(O) ~ aB(O) < 0TI I
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The sum rules (1.7) are saturated by the N- and ~-intermediate contri-
butions in the zero width approximation r~ = 0, so that we obtain the pole
term sum rules
o (1.8)
These sum rules and some of their first derivatives with respect to t at
t=O are listed in the sections 111 and IV (we call them t O_ and tl-sum rules,
respectively). Sum rules for higher derivatives yield no information since
with increasing number of derivatives more and more of the low partial am-
Iplitudes get truncated. Among the t -sum rules we consider only those as re-
liable which converge very fast, i.e.
I n I 2 I's GA' (s,t,u) < n=O,I, s -+ 00 (1. 9)
Furthermore we restrict ourselves,only to sum rules with helicity flip m ~ 2
for the reactions (1.3) and (1.4). For m < 2 the sum rules are not useful
on account of their complicated kinematical structure.
II. NOTATIONS
The sum rules in the following sections 111 and IV are compiled for
Gl,2 amplitudes with definite isospin in the t-channell
t
= 0,1,2. The defi-
nitions of the vertices, phase conventions and other technicalities are
taken from 151. Each sum rule contains the complete N- and ~-contribution.
The abbreviations LN(~)(NO) have been introduced to denote the N(~)-contri­
bution of the lefthand side of equation (NO); analogously L(NO) denotes the
complete lefthand side of (No).
- 5 -
For the reaction (1.3) we destinguish three classes of sum rules:
(1) sum rules of the helicity flip m=3 amplitudes, (2) moment sum rules (n=l)
of the m=3 amplitudes, (3) sum rules of the m=2 amplitudes. Only the crossin~
antisymmetrical amplitudes lead to non-trivial sum rules in the cases (1)
and (3) and the crossing symmetrical amplitudes in the case (2). The ampli-
tudes of the reaction (1.4), N + JII + 6+TI, have no definite crossing pra-
II
perties. Ta separate first-class sum rules from second-class ones, one has
to combine the sum rules for (1.4) with the corresponding equations for the
reaction 6 + JII + N+TI. For the reaction (1.5) again only the crossing anti-
II .
symmetrical amplitudes lead to non-trivial sum rules.
The following abbreviations are used:







1(2). The masses are denoted by
pion: mTI = 0.1396 GeV, nucleon: m
ß(1232)-resonance: M = 1.232 GeV
0.9383 GeV,
(11. 3)
Finally the following kinematical symbols will be used






3gz81Z = ZM gl + m1fgZ gz MZ -
f(G.,G.) 4
glZ KZ _
gz Gi - (-- 2" gZ) G.1 J MZ M J
(11. 6)
(1I.7)
In the following we quote explicitly only the sum rules of the iso-
vector current JII. The corresponding sum rules of the isoscalar current
~
are given by the following substitutions: For all three reactions (1.3-1.5)
only I t =1 sum rules exist. They are obtained for the reaction (1.3) from the
It=O,Z isovector sum rules by setting 18=0, since the <~' IJIIJN> - vertex
11 ~ V
does not contribute. The form factors of the <~' IJ I~> - vertex G. are to
8 ~ 1
be replaced by the isoscalar form factors G., 151. For the second reaction
1 .
(1.4) one has to put 18 1 = I8 Z = 0, 183 ~ -1/IZ and to replace the isovector
form factors of the <N'IJII!N>- and<~'IJIII~>-vertexby the corresponding
~ ~
isoscalar ones. There are no non-trivial sum rules for the last reaction
(I. 5) .
For typographical reasons we denote in the sections 111 and IV the iso-
spin in the t-channel by I instead of I t .
The parity conserving, regularized helicity amplitudes G~'~_ A-A cor-
_ 11 d b' c a
responds to the t-channel reaction 1f(q,8) + J~ (K,Aa) + BZ(pZ,Ad ) +
B;(pl'~)' For further details in particular the definition of the hadronic
coupling constants g,gll', (gl'gZ) of the 'ITNN, 1fN~, 1f~~ vertices see the an-
pendix of I or 151. There one finds also the definition of the nucleon,





SUM RULES FOR THE VECTOR CURRENT V
U
11













= 0 (lU. 1)
G1V 1=0,2.3 3 .
--- SI
2 2'
= 0 (UI. 2)
111.1.1.2 Surn rules of the rn=3, 1=1 amplitudes





G2V 1= 1 •3 3 .
--- SO2 2'
G2V 1=1 .3 3 •
--- SS2 2'
4 *02 V' V' 2 VI] 4 rn
2
GV}(rn2_K2){-"3 Mg K (C4 -Cs )-rn C6 +92 gl2 7 TI = 0
M
4 lI! v' 1 K2 V V 4 gl2 K2 - V
- -3 Mg C
6




) - -(- - 2 g)G = 0









G2V 1=1 .3 3 .
--- SS2 2'
(III. 7)
11I.l.2. 1 Mörnent surn rules af the rn=3, 1=0,2 crassing syrnmetrical arnplitudes
a) tQ~surn rules





cZV I=O,Z. 3 • YN LN(III.3) + Y~ L~(III.3) 0 (IlI. 8)- - IS3 3 . 4--- SOZ Z'
CZV,I=O,Z. 3 • YN LN(III.4) + Y~ L~(III.4) 0




CZV I=O,Z.3 3 .
2 -2'SO
CZV I=O,Z.3 3 .
2-2."'SS
o (In.IZ)
IIl.I.Z.Z·MötilentsUIiJ. rules of the m=3, 1=1 crossing symmetrical amplitudes
o (IH.13)
tl-sum rules are not considered on account of the convergence criterion (1.9).
- 10 -
111.1.3 Surn rules of the m=2 amplitudes












3 I--- SS2 2'
111. 1.3~1 Surn rules of the rn=2, 1=0,2 amplitudes
AIV (+)I=0,2 2V(-)I=0,2 AIV(+)I=0,2 AIV(+)I=0,2I ' AI ' ° ' S are crossing symrne-
trical.
a) tO-sum rules
IV(-)I=0,2 IV(-)I=0,2 AIV (-)I=0,2 ° 'b'AI ' AO ' S have no t -contr1 ut1ons.




A: V(-)I=0,2: {rseMgllE[(M+ _ rn~~K )rn c~'+ M+M_ c~'+ K2c~,+ m2c~'J
2 4
2 2
1 rn 2 2 - V I m2 M 1llTI V 2 2'+ - -(m +K ) (g -g )G +- - g12G7} (m.".-K )=06 M2 TI 2 2 79 M2 M2 11
(HI. 14)
- 11 -
~ 2 2 2
IV(-)I=O 2 *[m 2 V' 2 +2m -K -m'JT 2 V' V' 2 V'
AO ' : {r5
o Mg 2M K c3 -- 2 (K (C 4 -Cs )-m C6 )]4M
IV(-)I=O 2 lK V' 2 K2 [2 g 12 GV + g12 K
2 3g2-g2 V
A '. 15 M C + - - (- - - ) G
6
]5 . 0 g 69 M2 M2 S M2 M2 2
(IlI. 16)





A6V(-)I=I, A~V(-)I=I are crossing symmetrieal.
a) tO-sum rules
A1V (+)I=1 A2V (-)I=1 have no tO-contributions.
I 'I







2 2 2 2
2 2 2 m~+K m m~-K





111.2 N VII + 6 ~
].l
111.2. I Sum rules of the 1=1,2 amplitudes
a)
ot -sum rules
G~V i=I(2): The sum rules are identical with (111.20).















u lIEm 2 2 V
D\T.2 = mg - 4 (2M + m ) GM + TI 7














= - Mg 2 [2
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= Mg + -2 G6)6 7 4M
UI,3
111.3.1 ta_surn rules af the m=l, 1=0 arnplitudes
G2V 1=0 •1 1 •
2 2,81
(UI. 26)
111.3.1.2 ta_surn rules af the rn=l, 1=1 arnplitudes









2 2 M -m 2' 2' 2 2+ [(M:+K ) MDN ~ TI] (K CVs +m C
V
6 )}(mTI-K ) = 0rn2M2 -
(IlI.27)
G




tl-sum rules are not considered.
IV. SUM RULES FOR THE AXIAL VECTOR CURRENT AIl
]J
IV . I 11 AI I + 11 TI
]J
IV.I.I.I Surn rules of the m=3, 1=0,2 amplitudes.












IV. I. 1.2 SUffi rules of the m=3, 1=1 amplitudes













4 1IE Al K2 Al
- 3 Mg (CS + -z C6 ) = 0
m
(IV.4)







GIA 1=1 .3 3 .
2 -2,80
(IV.6)
G~A ~=I: The N-exchange does not contribute anymore.
2 -2,88
IV.I.2.1 Moment sum rules of the m=3, 1=0,2 crossing symmetrical amplitudes
a) tO-sum rules
GIA 1=0,2. 3 • YNLN(IV.2) + Yfj.Lfj.(IV.2)- - 18 = 03 3 . 4
2 -2,8 I
GIA 1=0,2. 3
~ yNLN(IV.3) + Yfj.Lfj.(IV.3) 0- - 18 =3 3 . 4--- 802 2'
GIA 1=0,2. 18 * (CA' K
2 A'. Mg YN + 2" C6 ) = 03 3 . 5"",--- 88 m2 2'














IV.l.3 Sum rules of the m=2 amplitudes '
Again we use the linear combinations
BlA(±) 2 A(±) B2A (±) B2A(±)1 ' BI' ° ' S of 1.
IV. 1.3. 1 Sum rules of the m=2, 1=0,2 amplitudes
lA(-)I=0,2 B2A(+)I=0,2 B2A (+)I=0,2 B2A (+)I=0,2 are crossing symmetrieal.
BI ' 1 ' ° ' S
a) tO-sum rules
lA(+)I-O 2 B2A(-)I=0,2 0B -, and have no t -contributions.
1 1
- 20 -
4 2 gl2 A K
2 -A I -A 2 2




IS • Mg = 0 (IV.12)
b)
It -sum rules
B1A (+)I=0,2.I . o (IV.13)
IFurther t -sum rules are not considered.
IV.I.3.2 Sum rules of the m=2, 1=1 amplitudes
BIA(+)I=I 2A(-)I=1 2A(-)I=1 2A(-)I=1I ' BI. ' BO , BS are crossing syrrnnetrical.
a)
ot -sum rules
BIA(-)I=I h 0 'b'I as no t -contr~ ut~on
B~A(+)I=I: The sum rule is identical with (IV.2).
B~A(+)I=I: The sum rule is identical with (IV.3)
- 21 -
B~A(+)I=I: The sum rule is identical with (IV.4)
tl-sum rules are not considered.
IV.2 N All + ~ TI
f.l
According to (1.9) only tO-sum rules are considered.
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2 -2- g2 K C3
M
1IE m 2






IV.3 N All + N TI
l.l
Among the four m=1 amplitudes belonging to unnatural parity exchange
. 2A 1=0




2A 1=0 2A 1=1




has no . 2A 1=11=1 ampl~tude GI 1
2 2,81
perconvergent at t=O will not be used because the At-exchange with aAt(O) ~ 0
contributes. It is not to be expected that an approximation keeping only
the low energy contributions gives a good result because of slow convergence
for t ~ O.
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